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Zagreb, the city of nature and
history is without doubt one of the
most beautiful cities in Europe. A
wonderful place, which is to visit
at any occasion. Zagreb offers so
much to see and do. Full of bars
and pubs, restaurants, monuments
and museums. The city impresses
tourists looking for a truly wonderful
destination for a holiday in Europe.
During Advent Zagreb offers a
special atmosphere that you simply
must experience. An ever increasing
number of visitors choose the
Croatian capital as a destination
especially during Advent. The
streets and squares of Zagreb
invite you to relax and dream with
singing, dancing and other types
of entertainment with family and
friends. Try traditional delights
under the stars or enjoy the various
entertainment programs such
as various Christmas markets for
example on the Europe Square or the
smallest Christmas Market under the
cable car “Uspinjaca”, ice skating and
much more on the Tomislav Square
and various Christmas concerts. The
events begin on November 26th with
the lighting of the first Advent candle
in the main square Ban Jelacic and
with the opening of the Christmas
market in the park Zrinjevac.
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WALKING
CITY TOUR
IN ZAGREB
Zagreb is one of the finest
capital cities in the middle
Europe and offers so many
beautiful things to people of
all ages. It is historical, cultural
and business metropole. Take
a walking tour to – Ban Jelačić
square, Kaptol and Cathedral,
Upper town (Gradec) with
famous Stone gates, St. Marco’s
and St. Catherine church, Tower
Lotrščak, Museum of broken
relationships, Strossmayer’s
promenade, downtown
complex of parks with botanical
garden and city’s pride dating
from 1895. - Croatian National
Theatre.
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Zagreb from the air / R. Martin

ARCOTEL
ALLEGRA 4*
The perfect hotel accommodation for
business and city trips to Zagreb. In
the heart of Zagreb ARCOTEL Hotel
Allegra Zagreb is the first lifestyle hotel.
A wonderful Mediterranean world
welcomes guests to the heart of the
city, in the newly constructed Branimir
Centre. The lobby of the hotel has the
appearance of an atrium from southern
countries, where you can rest while
escaping from the heat outside. The
hotel rooms are dominated by pure
design combined with the comfort of
multi-functional furniture. The hotel
restaurant offers a menu that combines
the best from Mediterranean cuisine and
is changed daily.
www.arcotelhotels.com/hr/allegra_hotel_
zagreb

HOTEL
LAGUNA 3*
Hotel is located just few minutes drive
from the city centre. Featuring 155
rooms and suites, all air-conditioned
and beautifully appointed. Laguna hotel
is also known for superb quality of its
cuisine. The menu includes traditional
Austrian dishes and a variety of
specialities of Croatian and international
cuisine. The hotel premises are ideal for
business meetings, banquets, weddings,
parties and celebrations.

CITY SIGHTSEEING
Our walk through the streets of the Upper
Town will take us to St. Mark’s Church, a symbol
of Zagreb, to the best view of Zagreb from
Lotrščak Tower and to the Stone Gate where
we light a candle. Only in Zagreb the noon is
announced by the cannon firing from Lotrščak
Tower and city parks are arranged in the form
of a horse shoe. Zagreb has Maksimir, the
oldest public cultivated park in Europe and
Archaeological Museum is proud to present the
mummy with the longest Etruscan epitaph...
The journey through Zagreb’s heritage and
tradition will be enriched by the unique taste
of pepper biscuits and visit to one of the upper
town cafes.
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www.hotel-laguna.hr

HOTEL
NTERNATIONAL 4*
Hotel International in Zagreb, located
in the heart of business center, offers
newly refurbished accommodation for
business guests as well as guests who
visit Zagreb as tourists. Spacious rooms
and suites guarantee your stay in Zagreb
will be more than comfortable and
enjoyable. Minutes away rom Zagreb
main attractions and cultural sites, hotel
International is the ideal hotel to stay if
you wish to get to know Zagreb better.
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www.hotel-international.hr

HOTEL
DUBROVNIK 4*
Strauss in Oktogon / S. Kaštelan

Hotel Dubrovnik, built in 1929 in the
very center of Zagreb, is a mixture of
traditional values and modern comfort.
Located on Ban Jelačić Square, the
main city square, the guests are offered
not only superior comfort, but also the
opportunity to simply step out into the
heart of all Zagreb’s happenings.
www.hotel-dubrovnik.hr
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The right partner for full service
in Croatia and the region!
Zagreb, Ede Murtića 4;
Contact: Incoming Department,
Phone: +385/1/48 78 752
Fax: +385/1/48 78 759
e-mail: incoming@kompas.hr
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Split, Obala Lazareta 3;
Contact: Branka Samsa Latinac,
Product Manager,
Phone: +385/21/323 302
Fax: +385/21/323 303
e-mail: branka.latinac@kompas.hr
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EXCURSIONS
VELIKI TABOR

KOMPAS ZAGREB Inc. tourist agency,
Zagreb, Ede Murtića 4, Hrvatska
HR-AB-01-080158822 | VAT 92104669091
www. kompas. hr
e-mail: kompas@kompas. hr
www.visits-croatia.com

Veliki Tabor is one of the best preserved late
Medieval and Renaissance castles in the
continental part of Croatia. Visitors can now
enjoy the beauty of its architecture, feel the
living values of the past and listen to interesting
stories and legends.

Offices:
Zagreb, Gajeva 6, tel. 01/ 4811 536
Zagreb, Ede Murtića 4, tel: 01/ 4878 777
Karlovac, Zrinski trg 4, tel: 047/ 492 240
Osijek, Šet. kard. F. Šepera 8f, tel: 031/ 212 077
Čakovec, Strossmayerova 4, tel: 040/ 313 333
Rijeka, Andrije Medulića 8, tel: 051/ 210 760
Split, Obala Lazareta 3, tel: 021/ 323 300
Šibenik, Stube I. Lukačića 3, tel: 022/ 247 000

VARAŽDIN
A jewel of harmony and intimacy, the charm of
“Croatia’s Vienna” lies not only in its architecture,
but also in its atmospheric squares and lovely
streets. The buildings, museums, music and
flowers of Varaždin continue to offer a relaxing
break from everyday life.

Representative offices:
Tap Portugal Representative Croatia,
Zagreb, Ede Murtića 4,
tel: 01/ 4878 774, e-mail: tap@kompas. hr
Evaair GSA, Zagreb, Ede Murtića 4,
tel: 01/ 4878 776, e-mail: evaair@kompas. hr
Ukraine International Airlines GSA, Zagreb,
Ede Murtića 4, tel: 01/ 4878 776
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PLITVICE LAKES
Plitvice Lakes count among Europe’s most
beautiful national parks. They are situated in the
mountainous region of Lika, Croatia. A total of 16
lakes lying at different altitudes are separated by
travertine barriers and linked by foamy waterfalls
and cascades. Their creation is a scientific
phenomenon.
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Kuna account:
IBAN HR11 24840081100514524
and Foreign currency account:
IBAN HR8524840081500160273
with Raiffeisenbank Austria bank Inc,
Petrinjska 59, Zagreb, Croatia,
SWIFT RZBHHR2X. Registered at Commercial
Court in Zagreb | MBS 080158822
The amount of ground capital: 2.979. 200 kuna,
paid in full, divided in 14896 regular registered
shares od nominal value 200 kuna
President of the Supervisory Board:
Zdenka Bolanča
CEO: Sanja Buterin
Insurance policy for package tour guarantee
802296291 (Euroherc Insurance)
Insurance policy for responsability
1500-173177076 (Allianz Insurance)
ISO 9001:2015
This brochure is a promotional touristic
material and its price is included in every offer
published in it.
Photo: Archives Kompas Zagreb, Zagreb
Tourist Board
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